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Abstract 

 
The Introduction and the research field : 
    Praise to be for Allah the lord of the worlds and peace and pray 

upon the honest prophet Mohammed .  

    It is considered as a hard and important task to search on the 

history and life of the trips because of many problems which face 

the researchers such as the contrariety in information . So studying 

the life of a tripe as a unit of the Arab society is of an important 

subject because the other trips are about to be similar in the 

traditions and culture with the same economical , political natural 

and religion factors . Before Islam , the Arab society was not able 

to be united because of the geographical reasons which affected the 

life of the trips and made them fight each other as well as the 

controlling of the strong foreign countries over the Arab lands in 

Arab peninsula or Iraq . 

    In spite of that the Arab trips succeeded in achieving the 

educational unit by trade or the permanent searching for water and 

food or by pilgrimage for Macca and other places for worshiping . 

We have to refer that it is not possible to draw a complete and 

comprehensive picture for the whole different activities of this 

tripes because of the lacks in information especially in the 

economical , sociological and educational circumstances in the 

Arabic resources . 
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    This study was divided into introduction and four chapters and 

conclusion with the most important resources as well as an abstract 

in Arabic and English language . 

    In the first chapter we dealt with the role of Beno Al-Montafiq in 

establishing the tripe and their linage , days and houses . As for the 

second chapter we talk about their role in the period of the prophet 

(peace and pray upon him) and their narrating to the prophet 

speeches , as well as their role in the ear of caliphates and Al-

Amawy era . As in the third chapter we talked about their role in 

Al-Abbassy era . In the fourth chapter we talked about the speeches 

of the prophet which they narrated in the past . 

    
   


